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A double feature for our December meeting
For our December meeting we are
delighted to have two presenters – John
Edkins and Susan Chapman.
John is a creative photographer who
has taken photos for over 4 decades on a
wide variety of subjects from birds, to
cities, to nature and
much more. He will
show us a representtative sample and
provide commentary
on how he selects his
photos and how he
goes about taking
them.
He says that his
picture-taking
philosophy is simple – “I try to create
beautiful and interesting images. I shoot
anything and everything and select the
ones I like best.”

You can view his work via his extensive
website at www.edkinsphoto.com
After the break, club member Susan
Chapman will follow on from last month’s
presentation of on-camera flash. Susan
will move up to discuss what you can do
with an external flash. She has attended
several courses on this subject and is
keen to share her knowledge.
As usual we start the meeting promptly

at 9:15 with a slide show of members’
photos of this month’s theme “Frame in a
Frame” and “Open”.
Marg Jackman will present her “Hints
and Tips” and President Ken Wilson will
outline some of the upcoming events.
As usual the ‘mentors” will be there to
man their “Help Desk” both before the
meeting and during the coffee break.
Visitors are always welcome.

Mentors are there
to help at meetings
Since its inception, the club has had
education as its theme. As such a
number of members have indicated that
they would be willing to help others with
specific or more general topics.
This mentor group includes very
knowledgeable photographers who are
willing to answer your questions.
They are available at 8.30 am before
each meeting and during coffee break.
The mentors are also willing to help you
at home or by telephone if you have a
question or problem.
It would help if you could bring your
camera manual.

“Early morning mist over Lac Philippe” by Ko Fung

We need you to send in photos for the
slideshow and the web photo gallery
The monthly photo assignments are
there to encourage you to take photos.
For our upcoming meeting on 5 December
the category is “Frame within a Frame”.
Use your imagination and if that doesn’t

work remember that the “open” category
is also always available.
They will be shown in a slide show at
the beginning of the meeting and then
we will go over them again after the
coffee break. Note that the deadline for
submissions is Sunday 30 November.
Remember that the aim is to get you
out taking photos. That is how we can
best learn from each other. You don’t
need fancy equipment. Many
submissions are taken with a point-andshoot camera.
The table at left shows the next
assignment categories. You can start
shooting now for any of them.
Details on how to submit photos can
be found on page 3.
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“Tod Gowland Bay”
by Tracy Pike
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“Lookout”
by Mary Milito
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“Blue-Jay Profile”
by Frank Jonker

Shooting spectacular outdoor Christmas lights
When you head out to shoot some holiday lights, be sure
to make sure your camera is ready. You can get good
results with almost any sort of camera –
you don't need a digital SLR – but a tripod
is recommended. Nighttime exposures are
always somewhat slow, and it's just not
possible to freeze the action when the
shutter is open for a whole second.
If you don't have a tripod, you can
consider propping the camera on top of a
bean bag.
When to Shoot
This is the most important part of the stew--and the
ingredient that most people omit when they try taking
holiday lighting photos.
The typical shots of holiday lights -- the ones you see all
the time -- are taken at night, long after the sun is gone
and the background is in total darkness. In these photos,
the lights are bursting at the seams, and the background is
abject darkness. There's little context, and no drama.
These photos aren't bad, but they lack a certain vitality.
The remedy? Shoot shortly after sunset, when there's
still some light in the sky.
Set up in front of the lighting display when there's still
plenty of light in the sky, at least half an hour before the
sky goes totally dark. You should be able to see the
display lights, but they should still be fighting the natural
light in the sky.
Setting Your Exposure
One last thing to consider before you start shooting: the
exposure settings. If your camera lets you adjust the white
balance, you should set it to "tungsten" or "incandescent."
These settings will give you a richer, bluer sky as well as
better lights.
You can leave the camera on its automatic setting, but if

you can dial in manual and adjust aperture and shutter separately,
you can try starting with f/8 and a half second. To change the overall
exposure, open the shutter longer (for a brighter
scene) or shorter (for less exposure). To make
the strings of holiday lights brighter and more
dramatic, open the aperture (a smaller number-like f/4).
Frame the Scene
Getting to the scene early enough is more
than half the battle. Start taking some photos
and check the results you're getting. As the sky
gets darker, you'll start to hit a sweet spot in
which the background sets a dramatic tone for your photos, but the
lighting takes over the foreground and becomes the "protagonist" in
your scene.

“The BC Legislature on a Calm Night” by Brian Nemes
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Marg’s Hints
and Tips
Winter photography guidelines
1. Dress warmly and don't overdress: Don't forget a hat and
shooting gloves (which double up as mittens and fingerless
gloves). Have warm boots regardless.
2. Batteries drain faster in colder
temperatures, so make sure your
batteries are all fully charged and
keep extras in your pocket or inside
your coat close to your body.
Newer
lithium ion batteries have
“Fire Storm” by Ian Buchannan
fewer problems.
3. White is white, but snow isn't.
Snow in sun is white, snow in shade
is bluish, snow under an overcast sky is greyish and snow near
We want you to send in your pictures for the monthly
sunset has a warm cast. To get great snow shots you have to
assignments and also for inclusion in our gallery on the Club
learn to see snow as it is, and secondly you have to expose it
website. So how to do that and what are the “rules”
properly. Your camera's built-in reflected light meter will show
1. Shoot your pictures at the largest resolution that your
snow as grey, so you need to give the snow more exposure.
camera is capable of producing.
Soon you will develop a "feel" for how to expose snow. If the
2. Use an email program and “Attach” your image directly. Do
snow on the ground is fresh snow, then use your camera's
not use your web based image sharing mechanism. They often exposure compensation, dial in a value of + 2/3 to + 1 2/3 EV. Be
produce small sized images and fuzzy picture results.
advised that snow on an overcast day typically leads to dull
3. Send your images to cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca
colours or grey photos, so make use of sunny days to achieve
4. If you want your pictures included on our Photo Gallery, you good exposure.
must include your name as part of the image name.
4. A lens hood on a bright sunny day is advisable as the
Shot as:
reflection from snow causes lens flare.
IMG0912.jpg (straight out of the camera)
5. Snow is pretty but photographically a little snow goes a long
Renamed as:
way. You can add interest by simply including a colourful object
Snow Angels by John Williamson.jpg
or two to your composition.
5. Idicate in your email which one of your 3 photos you would
6. When you get home let your camera warm up gradually to
like to be included in the “Review” at the end of the meeting
avoid condensation. Place your camera in a plastic bag before
6. Photoshop is allowed and encouraged.
going inside and if you need your memory card out, remove it
before going inside.

How to submit your
assignment photos

Four things you can do right now
to be a better photographer

1. Shoot jpg only for 1 week. It is too easy to snap a shot
where something is not right and then say I'll fix it later in
Photoshop. That is a lazy technique in the field that is an easy
habit to fall into. What if choices you made were locked in when
you pressed the button! You need to learn to understand the
Histogram, Metering. Why make a bad picture good in post,
when you can make a good picture that is amazing.
2. Shoot vertical for a few weeks. You will feel restricted at first,
then you will notice unique things. Simplify, remove clutter from
empty spaces and the left and right sides. This will force you to
look at the world in a different way.
3. Take 50 steps, stop, don't move, then take a picture of
something you find interesting: take another 50 steps and repeat
this process several times. There is beauty and wonder all
around you.
4. Use a tripod. A tripod gives you a serious advantage. It
eliminates hand shake. You will notice crisper details when it is
time to print, and it allows for long exposures. Use it for silky
water and streaky clouds and to isolate one variable at a time.

Visit our web site
www.kanataseniors.ca
select Activites and then Camera Club

“Morning Kayak Chaffeys Lock” by Maureen Carrier
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“Pumpkins” by Mike Maheux
“Mist on the Danube” by James Wiper

“Autumn Colours” by Wayne Kerr

“Huron Lookout” by Amy Lo

“Done For The Day” by Mary Jonah

“Canadian Falls” by Ed Lascelle

“Branch in Mist” by Gary Hollingworth

“Rifle Road Deer” by Louise Robert

